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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the proof of Liapunov’s theorem ([l], p. 396; cf. Nemytskii and 
Stepanov [2], pp. 162-163; cf. also Coddington and Levinson [3], pp. 78-81) 
on the reducibility of linear periodic systems of ordinary differential equations 
(the Floquet Theory), use is made of the classical theorem of matrix theory: 
any nonsingular (real or complex) square matrix A possesses a logarithm; 
i.e., there exists a matrix X such that A = exp X. Although the algebraic 
theory of systems of ordinary differential equations need make no reference 
to the spectral theorem for square matrices (the Jordan normal form), one 
standard proof of the existence of the logarithm does (see, for example, 
Bellman [4], pp. 202-203). An alternative method for proving the existence 
of the logarithm utilizes the elementary divisor theory (cf., e.g., Gantmacher 
[5], pp. 239-241) and the quite complex theory of functions of a matrix also 
strongly grounded in the spectral theory. 
Other proofs even farther afield from the algebraic theory of linear systems 
of ordinary differential equations may also be constructed. Motivated by the 
relation of the definition of the exponential of a matrix to the method of 
successive approximation for the proof of the Cauchy-Picard existence 
theorem for ordinary differential equations, and by the application to Liapu- 
nov’s theorem, Section 2 of this paper contains a proof of the existence 
of the logarithm which rests on the existence and uniqueness theorem for 
linear systems of ordinary differential equations. This yields an integral 
definition of the logarithm of a matrix. Among other easy consequences is 
the analyticity of the logarithm as a matrix function. In Section 3 it will 
be seen that the methods of the proof may be applied to arbitrary bounded 
operators A from a Banach space E into itself, provided that the spectrum 
of A avoids some simple path connecting the origin with the point at infinity. 
* Work performed in part under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commis- 
sion. 
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As a corollary we obtain in Section 4, without the use of the spectral 
theorem, the representation U = exp iS for those unitary operators on a 
Hilbert space whose spectrum omits at least one point of the unit circle (here S 
is a bounded self-adjoint operator), together with an integral representation 
for S in terms of U. These representations all hold in the uniform operator 
topology (cf. Stone [6], pp. 307-310). The integral representation holds for a 
logarithm defined for arbitrary unitary U, in the strong Hilbert space 
topology, but S may indeed be an unbounded self-adjoint operator. In 
Section V, some consequences of the integral representation are noted. 
2. LOGARITHM OF A NONSINGULAR MATRIX 
We start with a preliminary fact about the exponential function of a matrix, 
defined as is customary by the infinite series 
exp X = %Xi/i!, 
i=O 
each of whose n2 elements converges absolutely and uniformly on any sphere 
11 X j/ < b, where 1) X Ij is any convenient matrix norm. Let X denote a real 
parameter, 0 < X < 1, while B(h) denotes a matrix function of h. 
LEMMA 1. Ij B(h) df t bl is i eren ia e on [0, l] and dB/dA commutes with B 
there, then 
& [exp B(X)] = $ [exp B(X)]. 
PROOF. Since B(h) is continuous on [0, 11, it is uniformly bounded there; 
then the two series 
converge absolutely and uniformly. 
If M is an arbitrary n x n matrix, then it is easy to show that the following 
are true: If [I + Ml-l exists, then [I + pM]-l exists for 
I h - P I < l/II JW + UP II 
and is a continuous function of CL. The matrices M and [I + xM]-l commute. 
The matrices M[I + AM]-1 and M[I + pM]-l commute for all X and p 
for which they are defined. For commuting families we have the following: 
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LEMMA 2. IfM(h)andB(h) are one-parameter families of matrices such that 
M(P) WV = WI M(P) 
for all A, p in some interval, A, < A, p < A, , and if M(p) is Riemann integrable, 
then 
The proof follows from the fact that B(h) commutes with every Riemann 
approximating sum to the integral; the integral here is to be taken as an 
elementwise integral of the n2 elements of M(h). 
COROLLARY. If [I + AM]-l exists on the interval’[O, A], then 
s 
A 
MV + PM-l dp and MII + AM]-l 
0 
LEMMA 3. On any interval [0, A] such that [I + PM]-l exists, 
s 
A 
exp MII + /JM]-~ dp = I + AM. (2.1) 
0 
PROOF. By the preceding corollary and Lemma 1, we see that 
d 
x exp [IA MII + PM]-l dp] = M[I + AM]-’ exp [I: MII + PM]-l dp] . 
0 
On the other hand 
; [I + AM] = M = MII + AM]-l [I + AM]. 
Thus we have exhibited two solutions of the matrix differential equation 
dF 
dh = MII + AM]-lF. (24 
On the interval of existence of [I + AM]-1 we know that it is a continuous 
matrix function. We invoke the existence and uniqueness theorem for linear 
matrix differential equations to assert that for any initial condition F, , there 
exists one and only differentiable matrix function which satisfies (2.2) on 
[0, A] and F(0) = F, . But I + AM reduces to I at h = 0, while the exponen- 
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tial of the zero matrix is the identity; since the integral reduces to 0 at X == 0 
this concludes the proof of the lemma. We are now justified in the following. 
DEFINITION. I f  [I + PM]-l exists on [0,X], then set 
In [I + hM] = 1” M[I + p&T]--l dp. 
0 
It is immediately clear that any matrix which commutes with M commutes 
with In [I + hM]. 
We now investigate the question of the existence of [I + AM]-l on [0, 11. 
It is clear that M - pI is nonsingular on - CO < p < - 1 if and only if 
[I + hM]-l exists on 0 < h < 1. The point X = 0 is, of course, no problem 
here. If  we set A = 1+ M, then In A exists if A - (p + 1) I is nonsingular 
on - co < TV < - 1 or if A - pI is nonsingular on - CC < p S$ 0. Now 
A - pI has at most n distinct singular points; if we assume that A is nonsin- 
gular, then there exists a real numbed, 0 < 6’ < 2~, such that eisA - pI 
is nonsingular on - co < p < 0, since the multiplication by eie rotates the 
singular values by an angle of - 0 about the origin. Thus eis has a logarithm, 
as does eieI. But eieI is a scalar matrix. It commutes with any matrix. Thus the 
definition 
In A = In eieA - In eiBI 
provides a logarithm since 
exp [In eisA - In eieI] = exp In eieA exp In e@I = A. 
We summarize what we have shown as follows: 
THEOREM 1. Let A be any nonsingular matrix, B any angle such that 
eieA has no singular values on (- GO, 01. Then the equation A = exp X has the 
solution 
X=lnA= 
J 
-1 [eieA - I] [(l - A) I + AeisA]-l dX - i0I. 
This solution commutes with any matrix which commutes with A. Any solution 
that commutes with A dt#ers from this by a logarithm of the identity matrix 
(i.e., a solution of exp X = I). This logarithm is an analytic matrix function. 
To see the first of the latter statements, let exp Y = A, and let Y commute 
with A. Then Y commutes with In A, by the remark to the definition. Then 
exp[Y-lnA] =expY.exp[-lnA] =I. 
Lastly, the analyticity of the reciprocal as a function of A guarantees the 
analyticity of the logarithm. 
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3. LOGARITHMOFAN OPERATOR 
Inspection of the proof of Theorem 1 shows that the restriction to n x n 
complex matrices arises from two facts. In the proof of Lemma 3, the exis- 
tence and uniqueness theorem for nth order systems of linear matrix differen- 
tial equations is used, while in the proof of the theorem the fact that the 
resolvent set of A omits at most 71 points of the complex plane is used. If 
these restrictions are removed, we may assert an equivalent theorem for 
certain operators from a complex banach space E into itself. In the uniform 
operator topology, we will deal with the complex banach space E of bounded 
linear operators from E into E, together with functions from a real t-interval 
into E, their integrals and their derivatives (as for instance in Liusternik 
and Sobolev [7], pp. 168-177). Then the following holds: 
LEMMA 4. If P(t) is a continuous function on the closed t-interval 
R : 0 32 t < 1 to E, (so 11 P(t) /I is uniformly boundedfor t E R), F,, CE, then 
the d@rential equation 
dF 
dt = P(t) F; F(O) = F, , 
possesses a unique solution F(t) where F(t) is a continuously dajk-rentiable function 
from R to E and F(0) = F,, . 
The easiest way to see this is to introduce a norm on functions from R toE: 
IIW I!D = s~f: exp (- Pt> IIW Il. Th en (cf. Friedrichs [8], pp. 45-46) there 
exists ap > 0 such that the Cauchy-Picard iterations converge uniformly on 
R in both the II . IJp and the /I . ]I norm. 
Since the resolvent set of a nonsingular A need no longer contain a half- 
line emanating from the origin, the role of the half-line will be taken by 
some simple curve connecting the origin to the point at infinity. In fact we 
see that for any M and any continuously differentiable f(t) with f(0) = 0 
such that [1 + f(t) Ml-l exists on 0 6 t < T < 1, the equation 
exp 
s 
ry(t) m[l + f(t) M-l dt = I + f(T) M (3.1) 
may be established by the same argument used to prove (2.1), using Lemma 4. 
Thus the integral can be taken as a definition of In [I + f( T) M]. If f(t) 
satisfies in addition f (T) = 1, this defines In [I + M]. Now set A = I + M; 
then [I + f(t) M-l exists on the interval 0 < t < 1 if and only if A -g(t) I 
is nonsingular where g(t) = (f(t) - 1)/f(t), and 0 < t < 1. Note that 
g(1) = 0, while g(t)-+ - co, t -0. Since the resolvent set is open, it is 
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necessary to find a g which is continuously differentiable and connects X = 0 
with the point at infinity on the negative real axis. This can always be done 
if the resolvent set (which is open) has a component which contains a curve 
connecting both h = 0 and some point A > ij A I/; such a curve can be defor- 
med continuously into a continuously differentiable curve without leaving 
the resolvent set. We may now state the analog of theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be any element of E whose resolvent set contains a curve 
connecting h = 0 and some h > 11 A [j. Then there exist functions f(t) such that 
the equation A = exp X has the solutions 
X = In A = 
I’ 
‘f’(t) [A - I] [f(t) A + (1 -f(t))Z]-l dt (3.2) 
0 
where f(t) is a continuously d#erentiable curve such that f(0) = 0, f(t) # 0 if 
i # O,f(l) = 1, andg(t) = (f(t) - 1)/f(t) 1 ies entirely in the resolvent set of 
A. These solutions commute with any operator which commutes with A. Any 
other solution which commutes with A differs from this by a logarithm of the 
identity. The integral converges in E. The logarithm is an analytic function of A. 
Only the representation (3.2) of this theorem is new. 
4. UNITARY OPERATORS ON A HILBERT SPACE 
Suppose next that E = H, a complex Hilbert Space, while A = U, a 
unitary operator. Then the resolvent set of U omits only some portions of 
the unit circle. Since U is unitary if and only if eislJ is unitary for every t?, 
we can assert the following corollary of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Any unitary operator U on a Hilbert space H whose spectrum 
omits any point ei(n-Q) in the unit circle possesses a logarithm. 
In U= 
i 
’ [eisU -I] [t e U+(l+t)I]-ldt-(r-$)I. i+ (4.1) 
0 
This logarithm commutes with any operator that commutes with U. Any other 
solution of exp X = U that commutes with U differs from In U by a logarithm 
of I. The integral converges in the uniform operator topology. 
If  we set S = - i In U, it is direct that S is a bounded self-adjoint opera- 
tor; this is the well known representation U = exp is. I f  the resolvent set of U 
includes no point of the unit circle, then the integral (4.1) will still be defined 
in the strong topology in H, for those C$ for which U - ei(n-Q) I possesses 
an unbounded inverse with domain D dense in H (continuous spectrum). 
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This inverse is closed. Then S = - i In U defines a possibly unbounded 
closed self-adjoint operator whose domain includes D. Inspection of the 
identity (3.1) shows that exp iS = U. 
5. SPECTRAL MAPPING 
The inverse relation between the exponential and logarithm function, and 
the available representations make easy the proof of some spectral mapping 
theorems. First let A be any nonsingular n x n matrix, o(A) the spectrum 
of A, M any invariant manifold of A, and X, # 0 any solution of Ax = p, 
TV E a(A). Then 
U 
1 
o (@A - I) [(I - A) I + AA]-1 dh - iq xu 
= 
[S 
1 eiep - 1 
o 1 + A(ei@, - 1) 
dX - i0 1 x, 
= (In p) x, (5.1) 
where In p is the principal value of the logarithm. Thus p E a(A) implies 
In p E a(ln A). However it is an immediate consequence of the series defini- 
tion of the exponential that Bx, = (ln CL) x, implies (exp B) X~ = pxEl . Thus 
we see that 
P E 44 if and only if In p E u(ln A). (5.2) 
This justifies writing In u(A) for u(ln A). Further we note that if M is 
invariant under A, it is invariant under 
(eieA - I) [(l - A) I + XkeA]-l 
and hence under In A. On the other hand M invariant under B implies M 
invariant under exp B. Thus we have 
M is an invariant manifold of A ;f and only if it is an 
invariant manifold of In A. (5.3) 
The definition At = exp t In A, t any complex number, defines a matrix for 
which the analogues of (5.1) and (5.2) hold, inasmuch as the spectrum of 
t In A is t-b (In A) if t # 0, while t In A and In A have the same invariant 
manifolds for t # 0. 
These results hold true for any operator A from E into E which possesses 
a logarithm by virtue of Theorem 2. In this case we note that necessary and 
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sufficient for Z.L E u(A) is the existence of an in!?.nite sequence x1 , x2 , xa , ..’ 
with /I X, j/ = 1, such that Ax, = pxn + z, , where Ij z, I/ +O, n-t co. 
Then (5.1) is replaced by 
(lnA)x, =lnpx, + 1’ :(./p + 1 -f)-‘[f’Z+ [(I -f)~+fWl@. 
Hence 11 In Ax, - In px,, j/ + 0, n + co. Thus p E a(A) implies In p E u(ln A) 
If ln Z.L E o(ln A), then (In A) x, = (In p) X, + z, where II z, Ij --+ 0, n -+ CQ. 
Then 
exp(lnd-lnpZ)~~=+ds,=s,+i;$(lnA--lnpl)’r,. 
j=l ’ 
But 
< 
II 
g + (In A - In pZ)j-l 
II 
/I (In A - In PZ) x, /I + 0, n--t 00, . 
by virtue of the uniform convergence of the series representation of the 
exponential. This shows that (5.2) is true for any operator A whose spectrum 
omits a simple path from 0 to the point at infinity. The remaining facts about 
invariant manifolds A4 and the properties of At also hold true in this case. 
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